SIBERIAN    FOXTROT
him.    Between you and me, I always vote Conservative
—yes, I do. I don't grumble like the other fellows because
I have to serve. If Fd been smart enough I5d be a captain,
too, to-day, or even an owner. But since God has not
given me the brains, I shall have to content myself with my
lot. The way they talked about our ships—and those silly
mugs of our crews telling them we're under-staffed and badly
paid, and don't get enough grub—that's all rubbish. We
have got a bad ship now—last year I had a good one, next
year it may fall in between. It's not capitalism or not
capitalism that counts; it's luck, just good or bad luck.
And if you want to know one more I'll tell you this: our
boys -would be better advised not to bother with other
people's affairs so much. You are a sensible man, you keep
your niouth shut. But look at them telling them Russians
how rotten wre live, and going back to England telling their
folks how wonderful the Russians are off. I don't care
tuppence what those Russkis do, or think, or wrant rae to
think—to me England is still the best country to live in.'
I was saved from his clutches by a pretty girl who came
to ask me for a dance. Russian girls are refreshingly resolute
in taking the initiative whenever they want anything. We
waltzed round the room and, at a wink from her, the pianist
changed over to a tango—using the same tune in slower
motion. She asked me whether we had any new- dance
steps in Western Europe which I could teach her and her
friends. They were very keen on keeping up with the inter-
national development of modern dances. Tango has not
changed too much since 1927 (or at least my tango has
not) and so I had little improvements to suggest for her
style. It would have been different with the foxtrot, in
which the Russians are about twelve years behind us.
On went the music, on went I with my partner, round
and round till my feet would hardly carry me further.
No wonder, each boot weighed about four and a half
pounds and I had to be careful not to tread on my partner's
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